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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to derive energy estimates for solutions of the Cauchy
problem for the Klein–Gordon type equation ut t  4uCm(t)2u D 0. The coefficient
m is given by m(t)2 D (t)2 C p(t) with a decreasing, smooth shape function  and
an oscillating, smooth and bounded perturbation function p. We study under which
assumptions for  and p one can expect results about a generalization of energy
conservation. The main theorems of this note deal with m belonging to C M , M  2,
and m belonging to the Gevrey class  (s), s  1.
1. Introduction
This note deals with the following Cauchy problem of Klein–Gordon type equation:
(1.1)
(2t  1C m(t)2)u(t , x) D 0, (t , x) 2 (0, 1)  Rn ,
(u(0, x), (t u)(0, x)) D (u0(x), u1(x)), x 2 Rn ,
where m(t) is a positive function and 1DPnjD12x j . Furthermore, we assume that u0 2
H 1 and u1 2 L2. By partial Fourier transformation with respect to the space variable
x problem (1.1) is rewritten as
(1.2)
(2t C hi2m(t))v(t ,  ) D 0, (t ,  ) 2 (0, 1)  Rn ,
(v(0,  ), (tv)(0,  )) D (v0( ), v1( )),  2 Rn ,
where him(t) WD
p
j j
2
C m(t)2, v(t ,  ) D Ou(t ,  ) and Of ( ) denotes the partial Fourier
transformation of f (x) with respect to x .
Let us introduce an energy functional to the solution of (1.2) by
(1.3) E0(v)(t ,  ) WD 12(jtv(t ,  )j
2
C hi
2
m(t)jv(t ,  )j2).
The aim of this paper is to derive some conditions for m(t) in order to get some uni-
form estimates of E0(v)(t ,  ) with respect to (t ,  ) by the initial energy E0(v)(0,  ).
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If m(t) is a constant, then we immediately have the property of energy conserva-
tion of microlocal version, that is
(1.4) E0(v)(t ,  )  E0(v)(0,  )
for all time t . Moreover, we define an energy E0(u) to the solutions of (1.1) by
E0(u)(t) WD 12(kt u(t ,  )k
2
C kru(t ,  )k2 C m(t)2ku(t ,  )k2),
where r D (x1 ,:::,xn ) and kk denotes the usual L2 norm in Rn . Then by Plancherel’s
equality the estimate (1.4) implies immediately the energy conservation in the usual
meaning:
E0(u)(t)  E0(u)(0)
for all time t .
However, such an identity cannot be expected in general for variable m(t). Thus
we introduce in a natural way the following partial estimates to (1.4), which is called
generalized energy conservation (D GEC):
(1.5) E(v)(t ,  ) ' E(v)(0,  )
for a suitable energy functional E(v) to the solution of (1.2).
Throughout the paper f ' g denotes that the two positive functions f and g are
uniformly equivalent. More precisely, we introduce the notations f . g and f & g
if there exist two positive constants C1, C2 such that two positive functions f and g
uniformly satisfy f  C1g and f  C2g, respectively. Then f ' g denotes that f and
g satisfy both of the estimates f . g and f & g.
One of the trivial conditions of m(t) for (1.5) is that m 0=m 2 L1. Then we easily
verify that (1.5) for E(v) D E0(v) holds true. On the other hand, (1.5) does not hold in
general if m 0=m  L1; we will consider such a counter-example in Example 2.3.
However, one can expect a result about (1.5) even if m 0=m  L1 under some ad-
ditional assumptions to m. Let us consider a function  2 C2 satisfying the following
properties for any large time t :
(1.6) (t) > 0, 0(t)  0, j(k)(t)j  Ck(t)

(t)
3(t)
k
for k D 1, 2, where 3(t) WD R t0 ( ) d . Moreover, let the functional E(v) be given by
(1.7) E(v)(t ,  ) D 1
hi
(t)
E0(v)(t ,  ).
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Then it is proved in [1] the following result:
Theorem 1.1 ([1]). Let m(t) D (t), where  satisfies (1.6). If
(1.8) (t)
3(t) D o((t))
as t !1, then E(v) satisfies (1.5).
REMARK 1.1. We see from Theorem 1.1 that E(v) defined by (1.7) can be an
appropriate energy of (1.2) for the generalized energy conservation (1.5). On the other
hand, it is also proved in [1] that (1.5) does not hold in general if E(v) D E0(v).
Let us define E(u)(t) by
E(u)(t) WD
Z
R
n
E(v)(t ,  ) d .
Then by Theorem 1.1 we immediately have the following corollary:
Corollary 1.1. Let m(t) D (t). Under the same assumptions to (t) as in The-
orem 1.1 we have
(1.9) E(u)(t) ' E(u)(0)
and
(t)E0(u)(0) . E0(u)(t) . E0(u)(0).
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let m(t) D (t) D (1C t)  with 0   < 1. Then the conditions
to Theorem 1.1 are satisfied.
In contrast of (1.1), the weaker estimates (t)2 E0(u)(0) . E0(u)(t) . E0(u)(0) is
trivial by E 00(u)(t) D 0(t)(t)ku( ,  )k2  (log(t)2)0E0(u)(t) and Gronwall’s inequality.
Generally, we can expect only the weaker estimate for m(t) D (t) D (1 C t)  with
 > 1; for this reason it is called that m(t) D (1C t)  is an effective and non-effective
mass for 0   < 1 and  > 1, respectively. Indeed,  D 1 is the critical case and the
situation is more complicate as follows.
We restrict ourselves to the scale-invariant Klein–Gordon equation (1.1) with m(t)D
m0(1 C t) 1, where m0 is a positive constant. The decreasing function m does not sat-
isfy (1.8). Nevertheless, in [2] there is a result about energy estimates with respect to
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a non-standard energy Em0 (u) depending essentially on the constant m0. Let Em0 (u) be
given by
Em0 (u)(t) WD
1
2
(kt u(t ,  )k2 C kru(t ,  )k2 C (t)2ku(t ,  )k2)
with
(t)2 WD
8






<






:
(1C t) 1, m20 >
1
4
,
(1C t) 1(1C ln(1C t)) 2, m20 D
1
4
,
(1C t) 1 
p
1 4m20 , m20 2

0,
1
4

.
The scale-invariance of the Klein–Gordon equation (1.1) with m(t) D m0(1C t) 1 allows
us to carry out some transformations to a confluent hypergeometric equation which de-
pends on the parameter m0 as introduced in [4]. Exact solution representations imply
the following estimates similar to those stated in Corollary 1.1.
Theorem 1.2 ([2]). Let m(t) D m0(1C t) 1. Then the solutions to (1.1) satisfy
(t)Em0 (u)(0) . Em0 (u)(t) . Em0 (u)(0).
Briefly, our problem to investigate in this paper is a perturbation of Theorem 1.1
for non monotone decreasing mass m(t). That is, we will represent m(t) as
(1.10) m(t) D
p
(t)2 C p(t),
where (t) is a positive monotone decreasing shape function and p(t) is the perturb-
ation. Thus we suppose that
(1.11) p(t) D o((t))
as t !1, which provides that
(1.12) m(t) ' (t).
Then we are interested in the interplay between the oscillations of p(t) and the condi-
tion to (t) corresponding to (1.6). Here we shall consider only the effective mass in
order to avoid a delicate situation as in Theorem 1.2.
It is not the same equation of (1.1) but a different kind of Klein–Gordon type
equations with time dependent oscillating coefficients which was considered in [7, 11].
Indeed, they studied some L p-Lq type estimates for the Klein–Gordon type equations
(1.13) 2t u   (t)2a(t)2(1   m2(t))u D 0,
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where  is a smooth, monotone increasing shape function, a is a smooth function with
oscillations and m is a positive, decreasing function. We observe from these results
that L p-Lq type estimates including L2-L2 type energy estimates are established under
a suitable interplay between the properties of , a and m. In the case that (t)  1
and m  0, that is, (1.13) is a wave equation with oscillating propagation speed, it
was considered in [9] a sufficient condition to the oscillating speed of a(t) for L p-Lq
type estimates. Moreover, in [5, 6] the contributions of the smoothness properties of the
coefficient a 2 C M with M  2 and a 2  (s), where  (s) is the Gevrey class defined
in the next section, were studied for the L2-L2 type estimate E0(u)(t) ' E(u)(0) with
m  0. This is called the generalized energy conservation.
There are also relations between Klein–Gordon equations (1.1) and damped wave
equations with time dependent dissipation
(1.14) 2t u  1u C b(t)ut D 0.
In [12] there were studied some precise energy estimates for scale-invariant problem
(1.14) with b(t)D b0(1Ct) 1 taking into account a dependence on the constant b0 by the
application of properties of Bessel functions. Moreover, in [8, 13] more general functions
b(t) including some oscillations as perturbation problems of [12] were investigated.
2. Main theorems
Let M  2 be a positive integer, where M D 1 is admissible. We consider the
mass m(t) in the Cauchy problem of Klein–Gordon equations (1.1) and (1.2) repre-
sented by (1.10) for some functions (t), p(t) 2 C M ([0, 1)) satisfying (1.11) and
(2.1) (t) > 0, 0(t)  0, j(k)(t)j  Ck(t)(t)k
and
(2.2) jp(k)(t)j  Ck(t)2(t)k
for a positive, continuous and monotone decreasing function (t) and some positive
constants Ck , k D 1, 2, : : : , M and all time t . Then one of our main theorems is rep-
resented as follows:
Theorem 2.1. If (2.1) and (2.2) are valid for any k D 1, : : : , M with (t) satis-
fying
(2.3) (t) D o((t)) (t !1)
and
(2.4) 



M 1
2 L1,
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then E(v) satisfies the estimate of generalized energy conservation (1.5).
We observe from Theorem 2.1 that the condition (2.4) is weaker as M becomes
larger. It follows that smoother m(t) can allow faster oscillations of the perturbation
p(t) for the estimate (1.5).
Let b 2 C M ([0, 1)) with M  2 be a positive and periodic function. Then the
following examples of m(t) are applicable for Theorem 2.1 to prove (1.5).
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let  and  be non-negative real numbers satisfying 0   <
 < 1. We define (t) and p(t) by
(t) D (1C t)  and p(t) D (t)2b((1C t)1 ).
Then (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are fulfilled for (t) D (1 C t)  for any k D 1, : : : , M .
According to Theorem 2.1 the inequality  > C (1 )=M implies the estimate (1.5).
In particular, if M D 1, then (1.5) holds since  > .
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let  and  be real numbers satisfying  <   0. We define
(t) and p(t) by
(t) D (1C t) 1(log(eC t))  and p(t) D (t)2b((log(eC t))1 ).
Then (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are fulfilled for (t) D (1C t) 1(log(eC t))  for any k D
1, : : : , M . According to Theorem 2.1 the inequality  >  C (1   )=M implies the
estimate (1.5). In particular, if M D1, then (1.5) holds since  > .
In Example 2.1 we see that the oscillations of p(t) are determined by the param-
eter , where smaller  means faster oscillations. That is, if the oscillations are too fast
with respect to the decreasing function (t) (described by the parameter ), in general
we cannot apply Theorem 2.1. Actually, we can state the following counter-example.
EXAMPLE 2.3. For 0   < 1 we consider the following m(t):
(2.5) m(t) D (1C t) 
p
2C sin((1C t)1 ),
that is,

2(t) D 2(1C t) 2 and p(t) D (1C t) 2 sin((1C t)1 ).
Then setting (t) D (1C t)  the conditions (2.3) and (2.4) are not valid for M D1;
moreover, we can prove that (1.9) does not hold.
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Fig. 1. Examples 2.1 and 2.3 and Example 2.2.
Example 2.3 is a consequence of the following theorem in [3], which is proved by
applying Floquet’s theory as in [10].
Theorem 2.2 ([3]). Let m(t) be given by (2.5). There do not exist positive con-
stants C and " such that for every initial time t0 2 [0, 1) and for every initial data
u0, u1 2 C10 (Rn) the estimate
E0(u)(t)  C exp(C(1C t)1  ")E0(u)(t0)
is fulfilled for all t 2 [t0, 1).
Theorem 2.1 is applicable essentially for a finite M , thus we have no conclusion
in the limit cases of slowly decaying (t)=(t), for instance, in the cases  !  with
 < 1 in Example 2.1.
Let us consider in the limit case as M !1 the Gevrey class  (s) with s  1:

(s)
WD { f 2 C1((0, 1))I j f (k)(t)j  Ck!sk , 9 > 0, k D 0, 1, : : : }.
REMARK 2.1.  (1) is not usually called the Gevrey class but real-analytic class.
However, we do not particularly distinguish both cases in this paper.
Let m 2  (s) with s  1 represented by (1.10). Then we suppose that (t) and p(t)
satisfy (2.1) and (2.2) with Ck D Ck!s for any k 2 N. Then our second main theorem
is represented as follows:
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Theorem 2.3. Let m(t) 2  (s) represented by (1.10) satisfy (2.1) and (2.2) with
Ck D k!s for a positive constant  and for any k 2 {0, 1, : : : }. If (2.3),
(2.6) 
0(t)
(t) 

0(t)
(t)
and
(2.7) (t)
(t) . (log t)
 s
are valid as t ! 1, then E(v) satisfies the estimate of generalized energy conserva-
tion (1.5).
By Theorem 2.3 we can conclude the estimate (1.5) to the following example:
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let 0   < 1, s  1 and b 2  (s) be a positive and periodic
function. We define (t) and p(t) by
(t) D (1C t)  and p(t) D (t)2b((1C t)1 (log(eC t)) ).
Then (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are fulfilled for Ck D k!s , (t) D (1 C t) (log(e C t)) 
and for any k 2 N. According to Theorem 2.3 the inequality   s implies the esti-
mate (1.5).
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1
3.1. Estimate on a finite time interval. Let T > 0 be an arbitrarily fixed time.
Then the derivative of the energy (1.3) can be estimated by
tE0(v)(t ,  ) D m 0(t)m(t)jv(t ,  )j2 Q 2jm
0(t)j
m(t) E0(v)(t ,  ).
The application of Gronwall’s inequality yields
E0(v)(t ,  ) Q exp


Z t
0
2jm 0( )j
m( ) d

E0(0,  )
Q exp

T max
2[0,T ]

2jm 0( )j
m( )

E0(v)(0,  )
for any (t ,  ) 2 [0, T ]Rn . Moreover, noting hi
(t)=hi(0) ' 1 for (t ,  ) 2 [0, T ]Rn ,
we have the estimate (1.5) in [0,T ]Rn . Therefore, we only have to discuss for large t .
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3.2. Refined diagonalization procedure for large times. Let us consider the
equivalent reduced system for the equation of (1.2)
t V0 D Q0V0,
where
V0 D V0(t ,  ) WD

him(t)v(t ,  )
 itv(t ,  )

and Q0 D Q0(t ,  ) WD
0

thim(t)
him(t)
ihim(t)
ihim(t) 0
1
A
.
Let us carry out the first step of diagonalization procedure with the diagonalizer N0
for diagQ0, where
N0 WD

1 1
 1 1

.
Denoting
Q1 WD t  N
 1
0 (t  Q0)N0, 81 WD diagQ1 and R1 WD Q1  81
we have
81(t ,  ) WD

1 0
0 1

and R1(t ,  ) WD

0 r1
r1 0

,
where
(3.1) 1 D 1(t ,  ) WD t him(t)2him(t)
C ihim(t) and r1 D r1(t ,  ) WD t him(t)2him(t)
.
Moreover, we denote from now on that  j,< WD <{ j } and  j,= WD ={ j } for the func-
tions 1, 2, : : : .
Indeed, we can derive the hyperbolicity of the equation for the energy estimate
by the diagonalization procedure due to N0. However, this step of the diagonalization
procedure is not sufficient to prove (1.5) for   L1. Thus we introduce further steps
of diagonalization procedure by use of the smoothness of m(t), which is called refined
diagonalization procedure introduced in [5].
The refined diagonalization procedure is inductively carried out by the following
diagonalizers Nk :
Nk D Nk(t ,  ) WD I C 1(8k)11   (8k)22

0  (Rk)12
(Rk)21 0

for k D 1, : : : , M   1, where
QkC1 D QkC1(t ,  ) WD t  N 1k (t  Qk)Nk ,
8kC1 D 8kC1(t ,  ) WD diagQkC1 and RkC1 D RkC1(t ,  ) WD QkC1  8kC1.
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Here we note that QkC1 2 C M k 1 with respect to t . Hence, such diagonalization pro-
cedure is valid since N1, : : : , Nk are invertible. Then the benefit of the refined diago-
nalization procedure is represented in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. Assume that N1, : : : , Nk are invertible. Then we have
(3.2) (8kC1)22 D (8kC1)11 and (RkC1)21 D (RkC1)12.
Moreover, denoting kC1 D kC1(t ,  ) WD (8kC1)22, rkC1 D rkC1(t ,  ) WD (RkC1)21, and
k D k(t ,  ) WD 1   detNk D jrk j
2
42k,=
the functions kC1,<, kC1,= and rkC1 are inductively given by
kC1,< D
t him(t)
2him(t)
C
k
X
jD1
t j
2(1    j )
,(3.3)
kC1,= D k,= C
1
1   k

 2kk,= C=

rk
2k,=
t
rk
2k,=

(3.4)
and
(3.5) rkC1 D 11   k

krk   t
irk
2k,=

for k D 1, : : : , M   1.
Proof. Let us prove this lemma by induction. By the definition of 81 and R1 in
(3.1) we see that (81)11  (81)22 D  2i1,= and (R1)12 D r1 D r1 D (R1)21. Therefore,
we have
N1 D I C
1
21,=

0 ir1
ir1 0

.
Then straightforward calculations give
t  N
 1
1 tN1
D
1
1   1
0
B
B

r1
21,=
t
r1
21,=
0
0
r1
21,=
t
r1
21,=
1
C
C
A
C
1
1   1
0
B
B

0  t
ir1
21,=
 t
ir1
21,=
0
1
C
C
A
and
N 11 Q1N1 D 81 C
1
1   1

2i11,= 0
0  2i11,=

C
1
1   1
R1.
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They imply that (3.2) is valid for k D 1. Moreover, we have
2,< D 1,< C
1
1   1
<

r1
21,=
t
r1
21,=

D 1,< C
t1
2(1   1)
,
2,= D 1,= C
1
1   1

 211,= C=

r1
21,=
t
r1
21,=

and
r2 D
1
1   1

1r1   t
ir1
21,=

,
which are (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) with k D 1. Thus the lemma is valid for k D 1.
Assume that (8 j )11  (8 j )22 D  2i j,= and (R j )21 D r j D (R j )12 for j D 2, : : : , k.
Then we immediately achieve the representations
(3.6) kC1,< D k,< C tk2(1   k)
,
(3.4) and (3.5) by the same way as in the case of k D 1. Moreover, assuming the
representation
k,< D
thim(t)
2him(t)
C
k 1
X
jD1
t j
2(1    j )
we conclude (3.3) by (3.6).
If the refined diagonalization procedure by Nk for k D 1, : : : , M   1 holds true as
in Lemma 3.1, then we can state the following lemma for the energy estimates:
Lemma 3.2. Assume that N1, : : : , NM 1 are invertible for t 2 [0, 1]. Then the
following energy estimates are valid:
E0(v)(t ,  ) Q him(t)
him(0)


M 1(t , 0,  ) exp

4
Z t
0
jrM ( ,  )j d

E0(v)(0,  )
for t 2 [0, 1], where 0 D 1 and


j D 

j (t ,  ,  ) D
j
Y
kD1
(1pk(t ,  ))(1
p
k( ,  ))
(1pk(t ,  ))(1
p
k( ,  ))
for j  1.
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Proof. Let us define VM D VM (t ,  ) by VM WD N 1M 1   N 10 V0. Then VM is a
solution of
t VM D (8M CRM )VM .
Therefore, we deduce
t jVM j2 D 2<(t VM , VM )
C
2
D 2<(8M VM , VM )
C
2
C 2<(RM VM , VM )
C
2
D 2M,<jVM j2 C 4<(rM VM,1, VM,2)
C
2
Q 2(M,<  2jrM j)jVM j2.
Noting the equality
Z t
0
M,<( ,  ) d D 12 log
 
him(t)
him(0)
M 1
Y
kD1
1   k(0,  )
1   k(t ,  )
!
,
Gronwall’s lemma yields the following estimates:
(3.7) jVM (t ,  )j2 Q him(t)
him(0)
 M 1
Y
kD1
1   k(0,  )
1   k(t ,  )
!
exp

4
Z t
0
jrM ( ,  )jd

jVM (0,  )j2.
Denoting VkC1 D VkC1(t ,  ) WD N 1k Vk for k D 0, : : : , M   1, we achieve
VkC1 D
1
1   k

I C
1
2k,=

0  irk
 irk 0

Vk,1
Vk,2

D
1
1   k
0
B
B

Vk,1  
irk
2k,=
Vk,2
Vk,2  
irk
2k,=
Vk,1
1
C
C
A
.
Noting the estimates
(3.8)
jVkC1j2 D
1
(1   k)2
0






Vk,1  
irk
2k,=
Vk,2





2
C




Vk,2  
irk
2k,=
Vk,1




2
1
A
D
1
(1   k)2

(1C k)jVk j2   2<

irk
2k,=
Vk,1, Vk,2

C
2

Q
(1pk)2
(1   k)2
jVk j2 D (1pk) 2jVk j2
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for k D 1, : : : , M   1 and the equalities
(3.9) jV1(t ,  )j2 D 12 jV0(t ,  )j
2
D E0(v)(t ,  )
we have
jVM (t ,  )j2 Q
 M 1
Y
kD1
(1
p
k(t ,  )) 2
!
E0(v)(t ,  ).
Therefore, by (3.7) we obtain
E0(v)(t ,  ) 
 M 1
Y
kD1

1C
p
k(t ,  )
2
!
jVM (t ,  )j2

him(t)
him(0)
 M 1
Y
kD1
(1   k(0,  ))(1C
p
k(t ,  ))
1  
p
k(t ,  )
!
 exp

4
Z t
0
jrM ( ,  )j d

jVM (0,  )j2

him(t)
him(0)

C
M 1(t , 0,  ) exp

4
Z t
0
jrM ( ,  )j d

E0(v)(0,  ).
Analogously, we have
E0(v)(t ,  )  him(t)
him(0)

 
M 1(t , 0,  ) exp

 4
Z t
0
jrM ( ,  )j d

E0(v)(0,  ).
Thus the proof of the lemma is concluded.
3.3. Symbol calculus. Let us discuss the invertibility of Nk for k D 1, : : : , M 1
and a benefit of the refined diagonalization procedure to introduce some symbol classes.
More precisely, we shall prove that the invertibility of Nk , the property rM (t ,  ) 2
L1((T , 1)I L1(Rn

)) for a large T and Lemma 3.2 conclude the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Let l, p and q be integers satisfying l  0, p  0 and q  0. A function f D
f (t ,  ) 2 C l([0, 1)  Rn) belongs to the symbol class S l{p, q} if there exist positive
constants C1, : : : , Ck such that the estimates
(3.10) jkt f (t ,  )j  Ckhip
(t)(t)qCk
are valid for (t ,  ) 2 [T , 1)Rn and k D 0, 1, : : : , l. By the definition of the symbol
classes and straightforward estimates we can immediately state the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.3. (i) If f 2 S l{p, q}, then kt f 2 S l k{p, q C k} for k  l.
(ii) If f1 2 S l1{p, q} and f2 2 S l2{p, q}, then f1 C f2 2 Smin{l1,l2}{p, q}.
(iii) If f1 2 S l1{p1, q1} and f2 2 S l2{p2, q2}, then f1 f2 2 Smin{l1,l2}{p1 C p2, q1 C q2}.
(iv) If f 2 S l{p,q}, then f 2 S l{pC ,q  } for all non-negative integers  satisfying
p C   0 and q     0.
Proof. The properties (i)–(iii) are valid by the definitions of the symbol classes.
Property (iv) follows from (2.3) and the natural property (t)  hi
(t).
Here we note that the following property holds:
Lemma 3.4. Under the assumptions (1.12), (2.1) and (2.2) we have hi 1m(t) 2
SM 1{ 1, 0}.
Proof. Let k be an integer satisfying 1  k  M   2. We will prove that the
estimate
(3.11) jkt hi 1m(t)j  Ckhi 1(t)(t)k
is valid for k D 1, : : : , M   1 by induction. The estimate (3.11) is evident for k D 1.
Assume that the estimates (3.11) for j D 1, : : : , k are valid. Leibniz rule gives
0 D kC1t (him(t)hi 1m(t)) D him(t)kC1t hi 1m(t) C
kC1
X
jD1

k C 1
j

( jt him(t))(k  jC1t hi 1m(t)).
It follows that
(3.12)

kC1
t hi
 1
m(t)D hi
 1
m(t)
kC1
X
jD1

kC1
j

( jt him(t))(k  jC1t hi 1m(t))
D hi
 1
m(t)
kC1
X
jD1

kC1
j


j 1
t
(m(t)2)0
2him(t)

(k  jC1t hi 1m(t))
D 
1
2
hi
 1
m(t)
kC1
X
jD1
j 1
X
lD0

kC1
j
 j 1
l

(m(t)2)(lC1)( j l 1t hi 1m(t))(k  jC1t hi 1m(t)).
Therefore, noting the estimate
(3.13) j(m(t)2)(lC1)j 
lC1
X
jD0

l C 1
j

j
( j)(t)(l  jC1)(t)j C jp(lC1)(t)j  ClC1(t)2(t)lC1,
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which follows from (2.1) and (2.2), we have
j
kC1
t hi
 1
m(t)j  CkC1hi 1m(t)hi 2(t)(t)2(t)kC1  CkC1hi 1(t)(t)kC1.
Thus the estimate (3.11) is valid for k C 1, which concludes the proof of the lemma.
According to the definition of the symbol classes we can prove the following
statements which imply the invertibility of Nk for k D 1, : : : , M   1 and rM (t ,  ) 2
L1((T , 1)I L1(Rn

)).
Lemma 3.5. There exists a large time T such that
(3.14) k 2 SM k{ 2k, 2k} with jk j  12
for k D 1, : : : , M   1 and
(3.15) rk 2 SM k{ k C 1, k} and  1k,= 2 SM k{ 1, 0}
for k D 1, : : : , M.
Proof. By (1.12), (2.1), (2.2) and Lemma 3.4 we see that

(k)(t)
(t) ,
p(k)(t)
(t)2 2 S
M k{0, k} and
(t)
him(t)
2 SM{0, 0}.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.3 and the representation
r1(t ,  ) D 
0(t)(t)
2hi2m(t)
C
p0(t)
4hi2m(t)
we have (3.15) for k D 1. Moreover, by the definition of 1,= we conclude  11,= 2
SM 1{ 1, 0} and 1 D jr1j2=(421,=) 2 SM 1{ 2, 2}. Therefore, by (2.3) we estimate
j1j . hi
 2
(t)(t)2 .
(t)2
(t)2 <
1
2
for any t  T1 with a large T1. Thus the invertibility of N1 is valid for t  T1.
Let us suppose that (3.14) and (3.15) are satisfied for j D 1, : : : , k with k < M .
Thus there exists a large time Tk such that N j is invertible for any j D 1, : : : , k. We
see for j D 1, : : : , k that (1  j ) 1 2 SM  j{0, 0}. This follows from the representation

l
t (1    j ) 1 D
X
1h1CClhlDl
Cl,h(1    j ) (1Cjhj)((1)j )h1    ((l)j )hl ,
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where h D (h1, : : : , hl ) 2 {0, 1, : : : , l}l , l D 0, : : : , M   j , jhj D h1 C    C hl , and Cl,h
are constants. Indeed, by  j 2 SM  j{ 2 j, 2 j} and j j j  1=2 we deduce
j
l
t (1    j ) 1j . hi 2 jh1 2 jh2  2 jhl
(t) (t)(2 jC1)h1C(2 jC2)h2CC(2 jCl)hl
D hi
 2 j jhj
(t) (t)2 j jhjCl . (t)l .
Therefore, by Lemma 3.3 and the representation (3.5) we have rkC1 2 SM k 1{ k,kC1}.
Moreover, by the representation (3.4) we conclude

 1
kC1,= D 
 1
k,=(1C Æk) 1,
where
ÆkC1 D ÆkC1(t ,  ) D 11   k

 2k C
1
k,=
=

rk
2k,=
t
rk
2k,=

2 SM k 1{ 2k, 2k}.
By the same argument as to show  j 2 SM  j{ 2 j,2 j} we get (1CÆk) 1 2 SM k 1{0,0}.
Thus we obtain  1kC1,= 2 SM k 1{ 1,0}. Consequently, we have kC1 2 SM k 1{ 2(kC
1), 2(k C 1)}. It follows that there exists a large time TkC1 such that jkC1j  1=2 for
any t  TkC1.
Therefore, the proof of the lemma is concluded by induction.
3.4. Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Lemma 3.5 ensures that there
exists a positive constant TM such that N1, ::: ,NM 1 are uniformly invertible for (t , ) 2
[TM , 1) Rn; thus the estimates of Lemma 3.2 is valid. By Lemma 3.5 we conclude
jrM (t ,  )j . hi MC1
(t) (t)M  (t)

(t)
(t)
M 1
.
Therefore, the assumption (2.4) gives R1TM jrM ( ,  )j d < 1. Moreover, recalling
j j (t ,  )j  1=2 we achieve jM 1(t , TM ,  )j ' 1 for t  TM . Consequently, since
(1.5) is valid for t  TM we finish the proof of Theorem 2.1.
4. Proof of Theorem 2.3
4.1. Division of the zones. Theorem 2.1 was proved by dividing the phase space
into two zones; for t < TM and t  TM . On the other hand Theorem 2.3 will be proved
by estimating the energy in different ways in infinitely many zones of the divided phase
space. The basic idea of the proof is introduced in [6].
For a large constant N we define t0 D t0( ) implicitly by
hi
(t0) D N(t0).
Then we define Z
9
D Z
9
(N ), which is called the pseudo-differential zone, by
Z
9
D {(t ,  ) 2 [0, 1)  Rn I t  t0( )}.
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Here we note that Z
9
is bounded.
Let us define ZH D ZH(N ), which is called the hyperbolic zone, by
ZH D {(t ,  ) 2 [0, 1)  Rn I (t ,  )  Z9}.
Moreover, we divide ZH by an infinite number of zones ZH,1, ZH,2, : : : defined by
ZH,k D {(t ,  ) 2 ZH I Nks(t) < hi(t)  N (k C 1)s(t)},
where tk D tk( ) is implicitly defined by
hi
(tk ) D N (k C 1)s(tk)
for k D 1, 2, : : : . Here we note that {tk} is uniquely determined by (2.6) for any fixed
 . Then we immediately have the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. If (2.7) holds, then there exists a positive constant c0 such that tk 
ec0k for any k 2 N.
Proof. Noting (2.7), we have the estimates
N (k C 1)s(tk) D hi(tk )  (tk) 
1
c0
(tk)(log(e C tk))s .
They imply the conclusion of the lemma.
4.2. Gevrey symbol class in ZH,K . Firstly, we note the following fact: if there
exists a positive constant C such that f 2  (s) satisfies
j f (k)(t)j  Ck!s(t)k (8k 2 N),
then the following estimates also hold:
j f (k)(t)j  C k!
s(4(t))k
(k C 1)2 (8k 2 N).
Therefore, we can replace the definition of the constants Ck in Theorem 2.3 by
Ck D 0k!s=(k C 1)2 with a positive constant 0 without loss of generality.
We have introduced the symbol class S l{p, q} for the proof of Theorem 2.1, but
this is not sufficient for the proof of Theorem 2.3. In the proof of Theorem 2.3 we
have to derive a benefit of a property of the Gevrey functions, which is represented by
order of the constants Ck in (3.10) as k ! 1. Therefore, the new symbol class for
the Gevrey functions has to be precise as follows.
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We fix a positive integer K from now on. Let N ,  and 0 be positive con-
stants and (t) a positive monotone decreasing function. A function f D f (t ,  ) 2
C1([0, 1)  Rn) belongs to the symbol class SK {p, qI  , 0, N } with integers p and
q satisfying p  0 and q  0 if the estimates
j
k
t f (t ,  )j  
(q C k)!s
(q C k C 1)2 hi
p
(t)(0(t))qCk
hold true for any (t ,  ) 2 ZH,K and all k 2 {0, 1, : : : }. We shall denote SK {p, q} D
SK {p, qI } D SK {p, qI  , 0} D SK {p, qI  , 0, N } according to need without any
confusion. Moreover, for two functions f 2 SK {p1, q1} and g 2 SK {p2, q2} we de-
note the symbol class of the product f g by f g 2 SK {p1, q1}SK {p2, q2} as a matter of
convenience. By the definition of zone ZH,K and the symbol class we have the follow-
ing properties:
Lemma 4.2. (i) If f 2 SK {p, q}, then kt f 2 SK {p, q C k}.
(ii) If f1 2 SK {p, q I 1}, f2 2 SK {p, q I 2}, then f1 C f2 2 SK {p, q I 1 C 2} and
f1, f2 2 SK {p, q I max{1, 2}}.
(iii) If f1 2 SK {p1, q1 I 1} and f2 2 SK {p2, q2 I 2}, then f1 f2 2 SK {p1 C p2, q1 C
q2 I 4212=3}.
(iv) If f 2 SK {p, q I } for q  2K , then f 2 SK {pC  , q    I (3s0 N 1) } for all
positive integers  satisfying p C   0 and q     0.
Proof. The items (i) and (ii) are trivial from the definitions of the symbol classes.
(iii): Let f1 2 SK {p1, q1} and f2 2 SK {p2, q2}. We assume that q1  q2 without
loss of generality. By Leibniz rule for any k 2 {0, 1, : : : } we calculate
j
k
t ( f1 f2)j

k
X
lD0

k
l

j
l
t f1jjk lt f2j
 hi
p1Cp2
(t) (t)q1Cq2Ck
k
X
lD0

k
l
 (q1 C l)!s
(q1 C l C 1)2
(q2 C k   l)!s
(q2 C k   l C 1)2
D
(q1 C q2 C k)!s
(q1 C q2 C k C 1)2
hi
p1Cp2
(t) (t)q1Cq2Ck

k
X
lD0
k!
l! (k   l)!
 (q1 C l)! (q2 C k   l)!
(q1 C q2 C k)!
s q1 C q2 C k C 1
(q1 C l C 1)(q2 C k   l C 1)
2
.
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Then, noting
k!
l! (k   l)!
 (q1 C l)! (q2 C k   l)!
(q1 C q2 C k)!
s


k!
l! (k   l)!
1 s
 1(4.1)
and
(4.2)
k
X
lD0
 (q1 C q2 C k C 1)
(q1 C l C 1)(q2 C k   l C 1)
2
 2

2q2 C k C 1
q2 C [(k C 1)=2]C 1
2 [k=2]
X
lD0
1
(l C 1)2  8
1
X
lD1
1
l2

4
3

2
,
where [  ] denotes Gaussian symbol, we deduce (iii) for  D 42=3.
(iv): Let f 2 SK {p, q I } with   1, p C   0 and q     0. Noting
N K s(t)  hi
(t) we have
j
k
t f j  
(q C k)!s
(q C k C 1)2 hi
p
(t)(t)qCk
 

0
N

q C k
K
s (q    C k)!s
(q    C k C 1)2 hi
pC
(t) (t)q Ck
 (3s0 N 1) (q    C k)!
s
(q    C k C 1)2 hi
pC
(t) (t)q Ck .
Thus the proof of the lemma is concluded.
Let us denote
 WD max

42
3
, 3s0

.
Then the properties Lemma 4.2 (iii) and (iv) are represented by
(4.3) SK {p1, q1 I 1}SK {p2, q2 I 2}  SK {p1 C p2, q1 C q2 I 12}
and
(4.4) SK {p, qI  , 0}  SK {p C  , q    I (N 1) , 0}
for   min{ p, q} and q  2K .
By using Lemma 4.2 we have the following lemma, corresponding to Lemma 3.4
in the proof of Theorem 2.1:
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose that (1.12), (2.1) and (2.2) are valid with Ck D 0k!s=(kC1)2.
Then we have hi 1m(t) 2 SK { 1, 0I 1, 1}, where 1 D 1= inf(t , ){him(t)=hi(t)} and 1 D

2
1 Q0=2 with Q0 D 20 C 0.
Proof. Let us prove that there exist positive constants 1 and 1 such that the
estimates
(4.5) jkt hi 1m(t)j  1
k!s
(k C 1)2 hi
 1
(t)(1(t))k
are valid for any k 2 {0, 1, : : : } by induction. Clearly, (4.5) holds for k D 0. Assume
that (4.5) is valid for any j  k. Then we can represent kC1t hi 1m(t) by (3.12) for the
proof of Lemma 3.4 and therefore the estimate (3.13) can be precise as follows:
j(m(t)2)(lC1)j 
lC1
X
jD0

lC1
j

j
( j)(t)(l  jC1)(t)jCjp(lC1)(t)j
 (t)2(t)lC1
0


2
0
lC1
X
jD0
(lC1)!
j!(l  jC1)!
j!s
( jC1)2
(l  jC1)!s
(l  jC2)2 C0
(lC1)!s
(lC2)2
1
A
 (20 C0)
(lC1)!s
(lC2)2 (t)
2
(t)lC1.
Noting the representation of kC1t hi 1m(t) in the proof of Lemma 3.4 we obtain
j
kC1
t hi
 1
m(t)j


2
1 Q0
2
hi
 3
m(t)(t)2

k
X
jD0
k  j
X
lD0

k C 1
j

k   j
l
 (l C 1)!s(k   j   l)!s j!s
(l C 2)2(k   j   l C 1)2( j C 1)2 (t)
lC1(1(t))k l


2
1 Q0
21
(k C 1)!2
(k C 2)2 hi
 1
m(t)(1(t))kC1

k
X
jD0
k  j
X
lD0
(l C 1)s
(k   j C 1)s
(k C 2)2
(l C 2)2(k   j   l C 1)2( j C 1)2 
 l
1
 1
(k C 1)!2
(k C 2)2 hi
 1
m(t)(1(t))kC1,
where we used (4.2) with (q1, q2, k, j) D (0, 0, j, k   l) and (q1, q2, k, j) D (1, 0, l, k)
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in order to estimate
k
X
jD0
k  j
X
lD0
(k C 2)2
(l C 2)2(k   j   l C 1)2( j C 1)2
D
k
X
lD0
(k C 2)2
(l C 2)2(k   l C 1)2
k l
X
jD0
(k   l C 1)2
(k   j   l C 1)2( j C 1)2  
2
.
Thus the lemma is inductively proved.
Finally, we introduce a lemma corresponding to Lemma 3.5, which is crucial for
the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Lemma 4.4. There exist positive constants 1 and N independent of K such that
(4.6)  j  2  j
for j D 1, : : : , K   1 and
r j 2 SK {  j C 1, j I  j1 , 1, N }
for j D 1, : : : , K in ZH,K .
Proof. The key difference from the proof of Lemma 3.5 is to derive the restric-
tion in ZH,K . For a philosophy of the proof we refer to [6].
Let us apply (4.1), (4.2), Lemma 4.2 (iii) and Lemma 4.3, the estimate
j(m(t)2)(lC1)j  Q0 (l C 1)!
s
(l C 2)2 (t)
2
(t)lC1
in the proof of Lemma 4.3 and the equality
thim(t)
him(t)
D
(m(t)2)0
2hi2m(t)
in order to estimate





l
t

t him(t)
him(t)






1
2
l
X
jD0

l
j

j(m(t)2)( jC1)jj l  jt hi 2m(t)j

 Q0
2
1
2
hi
 2
(t)(t)2(1(t))lC1
l
X
jD0

l
j
 (l   j)!s( j C 1)!s
(l   j C 1)2( j C 2)2
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
 Q0
2
1
2
(l C 1)!s
(l C 2)2 (1(t))
lC1
l
X
jD0
( j C 1)s
(l C 1)s
(l C 2)2
(l   j C 1)2( j C 2)2
 1
(l C 1)!s
(l C 2)2 (1(t))
lC1
,
where 1 WD 2 Q021=2. It follows that
r1 2 SK {0, 1I 1, 1}
for 1  1. Therefore, by (4.3), (4.4), Lemma 4.2 (iv) and Lemma 4.3 we have
1 D
jr1j
2
421,=
D
1
4
jr1j
2
hi
 2
m(t) 2 SK {0, 2I 21, 1}SK

 2, 0I

2
1
4
, 1

 SK

 2, 2I

3

2
1 
2
1
4
, 1

 SK {0, 0I (2 N 1)2, 1},
where 2 WD 311=2. Hence, this implies (4.6) for j D 1 with N 
p
22. Moreover,
we introduce
d j D d j (t ,  ) WD  j,=   him(t).
By Lemma 3.1 and noting
  211,= D  
1
2
jr1j
2
hi
 1
m(t) 2 SK

 1, 2I

2

2
11
2
, 1

 SK

0, 1I

3

2
11 N 1
2
, 1

,
r1
21,=
t
r1
21,=
2 SK

 2, 3I

3

2
1
2
1
4
, 1

 SK

0, 1I

5

2
1
2
1 N 2
16
, 1

,
(1   1) 1 D
1
X
lD0

l
1 2 SK {0, 0I 2, 1},
we get
d2 D
1
1   1

 211,= C=

r1
21,=
t
r1
21,=

2 SK {0, 1I 1   2 2, 1}
for any sufficiently large N . Let us assume that
r j 2 SK {  j C 1, j I  j1 , 1}
and
d j 2 SK {0, 1I 1   2  j , 1}
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for j  2. By (4.3) and (4.4) we have
d j hi 1m(t) 2 SK { 1, 1I 1, 1}.
It follows that
( d j hi 1m(t))l 2 SK { l, l I (21)l , 1}  SK {0, 0I (31 N 1)l , 1}  SK {0, 0I 2 l , 1}
for N  231. Therefore, noting
(4.7) 1
k,=
D
hi
 1
m(t)
1C d j hi 1m(t)
D hi
 1
m(t)
1
X
lD0
( d j hi 1m(t))l 2 SK { 1, 0I 21, 1},
we obtain
(4.8)
 j D
jr j j2
42j,=
2 SK { 2 j C 2, 2 j I  2 j1 , 1}SK { 2, 0I 321 , 1}
 SK { 2 j, 2 j I 521 2 j1 , 1},
moreover,
 j 2 SK {0, 0I (31)2(1N 1)2 j , 1}  SK {0, 0I (411 N 1)2 j , 1}.
Thus

l
j 2 SK {0, 0I (511 N 1)2 jl , 1}  SK {0, 0I (2  j )l , 1}
for N  511=
p
2. This implies
1
1    j
2 SK {0, 0I (1   2  j ) 1, 1}  SK {0, 0I 2, 1}.
Consequently, by (4.2), (4.7) and (4.8) we have
 jr j 2 SK { 2 j, 2 j I 521 2 j1 , 1}SK {  j C 1, j I  j1 , 1}
 SK { 1, 1I 521
2 j
1 (N 1)2 j 1, 1}SK {  j C 1, j I  j1 , 1}
 SK {  j, j C 1I 621 3 j1 (N 1)2 j 1, 1}
and
r j
2 j,=
2 SK {  j, j I 21 j1 , 1}
for N  . According to representation (3.5) we get
r jC1 D
1
1    j

 jr j C t
ir j
2 j,=

2 SK {  j, j C 1I 2(621 3 j1 (N 1)2 j 1 C 21 j1 ), 1}.
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As well, we conclude
jr j j2
2 j,=
2 SK { 2 j C 1, 2 j I 31 2 j1 , 1}  SK {0, 1I 311(1N 1)2 j 1, 1}
and
r j
2 j,=
t
r j
2 j,=
2 SK { 2 j, 2 j C 1I 521 2 j1 , 1}  SK {0, 1I 521 (1N 1)2 j , 1}.
This leads to
1
1    j

 
jr j j2
2 j,=
C=

r j
2 j,=
t
r j
2 j,=

2 SK {0, 1I 2(311(1N 1)2 j 1 C 521 (1N 1)2 j ), 1}.
As consequence we have r jC1 2 SK {  j, j C 1I  jC11 , 1} and
d jC1 D d j C
1
1    j

 
jr j j2
2 j,=
C=

r j
2 j,=
t
r j
2 j,=

2 SK {0, 1I 1   2  j 1, 1}
if the constants N and 1 exist such that
(4.9)
(
2721
3 j
1 (N 1)2 j 1 C 231 j1   jC11 ,
2411(1N 1)2 j 1 C 2621 (1N 1)2 j  2  j 1.
Indeed, we easily observe that for 1 WD 431 there exists a positive constant N0 such
that for any N  N0 the estimates (4.9) are valid uniformly with respect to j  2.
4.3. Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2.3. We shall prove the estimate from
above for E(v)(t ,  ) of (1.5); the other case is analogously proved.
Let us fix ( , ) 2 ZH arbitrarily. Then we can suppose that there exists a posi-
tive integer K such that ( , ) 2 ZH,KC1. We restrict ourselves that the order t0() <
t1() <    < tK () <   tKC1() is valid, because in the other cases we would have
better estimates.
Let us denote 3k WD
R tk
tk 1
jrk( ,)jd ,  j,k WD  j (tk ,) and #k WD
Qk
jD1(1  j,k)(1 
 j,kC1) 1. By (3.7) and (3.8) we derive the estimates
jV1( , )j2 
 
1C
p
1( , )
2
jV2( , )j2
  

0

K
Y
jD1

1C
p
 j ( , )
2
1
A
jVKC1( , )j2,
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jVKC1( , )j2  him( )
him(tK )
0

K
Y
jD1
1    j (tK , )
1    j ( , )
1
A exp

4
Z t
tK
jrKC1( , )j d

jVKC1(tK , )j2

him( )
him(tK )
0

K
Y
jD1
1    j,K
1    j ( , )
1
A
exp(43KC1)
(1  pK ,K )2
jVK (tK , )j2
and
jVK (tK , )j2  him(tK )
him(tK 1)
#K 1 exp(43K )jVK (tK 1, )j2

him(tK )
him(tK 1)
#K 1 exp(43K )
(1  pK 1,K 1)2
jVK 1(tK 1, )j2

him(tK )
him(tK 2)
#K 1#K 2 exp(43K C 43K 1)
(1  pK 1,K 1)2(1  pK 2,K 2)2
jVK 2(tK 2, )j2
  

him(tK )
him(t1)
 
QK 1
kD1 #k

exp
 
4
PK
kD2 3k

QK 1
jD1 (1  
p
 j, j )2
jV1(t1, )j2.
Here we note that
K 1
Y
kD1
#k D
K 1
Y
kD1
k
Y
jD1
1    j,k
1    j,kC1
D
K 1
Y
jD1
K 1
Y
kD j
1    j,k
1    j,kC1
D
K 1
Y
jD1
1    j, j
1    j,K
.
Hence, we calculate
QK 1
kD1 #k
QK 1
jD1 (1  
p
 j, j )2
D
K 1
Y
jD1
1    j, j
(1    j,K )(1  p j, j )2
D
K 1
Y
jD1
1Cp j, j
(1    j,K )(1  p j, j )
.
Moreover, we have
0

K
Y
jD1
(1Cp j ( , ))2
1
A
0

K
Y
jD1
1    j,K
1    j ( , )
1
A
1
(1  pK ,K )2
K 1
Y
jD1
1Cp j, j
(1    j,K )(1  p j, j )
D
0

K
Y
jD1
1C
p
 j ( , )
1  
p
 j ( , )
1
A
K
Y
jD1
1Cp j, j
1  p j, j
DW 4K ( , ).
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By Lemma 4.4 we estimate
4K ( , ) 
 K
Y
jD1
1C 2  j=2
1   2  j=2
!2
D exp
 
2
K
X
jD1
log

1C
21  j=2
1   2  j=2

!
 exp
 
2
K
X
jD1
21  j=2
1   2  j=2
!
 exp
 
4
1   2 1=2
K
X
jD1
2  j=2
!
 exp

4
p
2
(p2   1)2

 e33.
Then, by Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.4, definition of ZH, j and Stirling’s formula k! D
k
p
ke kkk , where k satisfies    k  C by positive constants , we achieve
3k  
k
1
k!s
(k C 1)2
Z tk
tk 1
hi
 kC1
(t) (1(t))k dt
 
k
1
k!s
(k C 1)2
Z tk
tk 1
(Nks(t)) kC1(1(t))k dt
 (0)N

k!
kk
s ks
(k C 1)2

11
N
k
tk
 (0)N s
C
k(3s=2) 2e sk

11e
c0
N
k
 C N2 k
for N  211ec0 , where C D (0) s
C
sup j{ j (3s=2) 2e s j }. Summarizing the estimates
above we obtain
jV1( , )j2  4( , ) exp
 
4
K
X
kD2
3k
!
him( )
him(t1)
jV1( , )j2
 e33CC N
him( )
him(t1)
jV1( , )j2
'
him( )
him(t1)
jV1( , )j2.
The function t1 D t1( ) is uniformly bounded with respect to  2 Rn , hence (1.5) with
t D t1 is trivial. Consequently, recalling (3.9) the proof of Theorem 2.3 is concluded.
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